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Oredata played an important role in guiding and supporting the client
throughout the implementation and adoption process. They provided
expertise in Google Workspace, assisted with configuration and
training, and offered ongoing technical support.

The challenge
As a leading global tech company, the main challenges facing
HotelRunner in its high precision and speed-demanding business
operations were communication bottlenecks, scattered data, and
inefficient collaboration. As a result of this environment, managing
multiple email platforms and fragmented workflows poses an
obstruction to productivity and decision-making.

The solution
With Google Workspace, HotelRunner enjoyed the efficiency of a
unified communication platform, including Gmail, Calendar, and Meet,
fostering seamless collaboration and real-time information sharing.
The cloud-based storage and collaboration tools, such as Drive and
Docs, enabled teams to work together on documents simultaneously,
efficiently and enhanced productivity.

The result
Google Workspace implementation brought remarkable results for
HotelRunner. Streamlined communication and collaboration enhanced
productivity while speeding up the decision-making process.Teams
experienced the needed efficiency through real-time collaboration on
documents, eliminating version control issues. With Google
Workspace, HotelRunner achieved cost savings and minimized IT
support calls.

As a global tech pioneer with an international team
and offices in different continents, HotelRunner uses
Google Workspace to seamlessly operate across
borders. Thanks to the real-time collaboration and
unified communication features, our far-flung teams
achieve unmatched efficiency, productivity, and
insight, eliminating silos and transforming how we
work smarter worldwide.

About HotelRunner
HotelRunner is a data-driven SaaS-enabled
unified sales, operations, and distribution
management platform and B2B network for
accommodations, travel agencies, and payment
providers. HotelRunner underpins the world’s
hospitality industry with its platform, AI-driven
solutions, and a worldwide market network.
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About Oredata Yazılım Limited Şirketi
Oredata is a digital and cloud transformation
consultancy company that helps businesses
modernize and innovate through technology.
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